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ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES 
 
Title: FLUSHING, MONITORING AND TESTING PROCEDURES FOR SCHOOLS  

AS REQUIRED BY ONTARIO REGULATION 243/07 (LEAD) 
 
PREAMBLE 
 
On June 7, 2007, the Provincial Government implemented Legislation requiring increased 
testing and monitoring of lead in specific water systems. Ontario Regulation 243/07 was created 
to address the requirement for such testing in schools and child care centres in Ontario.  New 
amendments to Ontario Regulation 243/07 took effect July 1, 2017, requiring lead testing within 
these facilities for all fixtures used to provide drinking water and/or prepare food or drink for 
children under 18. The attached document was generated to assist you in applying the 
Regulation as it applies to your facility. The document is broken down into various sections, by 
the order in which they are to be acted upon, during the normal course of action. This includes 
the flushing of systems, sampling and testing for lead, reporting of test results, corrective action 
and information/record retention requirements.  
 
REGULATIONS 
 
A. FLUSHING THE DRINKING WATER 
 

1. All schools must be flushed weekly on the first day of the week that the school is open 
and it must take place before the school opens for the day, unless the Facilities 
Department directs the school to complete daily flushing. Where daily flushing is 
required, the plumbing must be flushed every day that the school or child care centre is 
open, and must be completed before the school or child care centre opens each day.  

 
2. Daily flushing will be required per the Regulation if, for a period of at least 24 

consecutive months, test results in respect of the plumbing in the building that houses 
the school or child care centre have been obtained, and at least one of the test results 
from the second litre of any single set of samples obtained within the most recent 24 
consecutive month period has exceeded the standard prescribed for lead. 
 

3. The method of flushing systems is the same for all schools. The steps for flushing are as  
follows: 

 
i) The cold water must be turned on for at least five (5) minutes at the last tap on 

each branch or each run of pipe in the plumbing that serves a drinking water 
fountain or any tap that is used in the preparation of food or drink for children 
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under 18 years of age or to provide drinking water for consumption by children 
under 18 years of age. 

ii) If a filter or other device that treats water is installed on or near the tap referred 
to in paragraph one and it is practical to bypass the filter or other device without 
removing it, the filter or other device must be bypassed during the period that 
the cold water is being turned on, under paragraph one. 

iii) After complying with paragraph one, the cold water must be turned on for at 
least 10 seconds at every drinking water fountain and every tap described in 
paragraph one. 

iv) If the tap or drinking water fountain being flushed under paragraph one or three 
has an aerator, then the aerator must not be removed.   

v) Each facility shall ensure a record is made of the date, time and location of every 
flushing required and the name of the person who performed the flushing. A 
copy of all flushing records must be saved on Google Drive in the shared facilities 
directory. Completion of flushing must also be indicated on the Facilities 
Inspection Report. 

 

B.  ANNUAL SAMPLING 
 

Annual Sampling applies to all schools under the jurisdiction of The Northwest 
Catholic District School Board. Schools and child care centres shall ensure that samples 
of water are taken in accordance with the following rules as outlined in Ontario 
Regulation 243/07.  

  
1. The samples must be taken at least once each calendar year between May 1 and 

October 31. 
 

2. If the school commences operation on or after December 14, 2009, the samples must 
be taken at least once within 30 days after the first day of operation, and if operation 
commences during a period beginning on January 1 and ending on March 31, at least 
once during the period beginning on May 1 and ending on October 31 in the same 
calendar year during which operation commences. 

 
3. The sample must consist of two one-litre samples of cold water taken from the same tap 

or fountain. If the tap or fountain from which the samples are to be taken has an 
aerator, the aerator must not be removed while the samples are being taken.  
 

4. In the case of The Northwest Catholic District School Board, where a child care centre 
exists in one of the schools, a sample shall be taken from that space as well as from a 
separate location within the school.  

 
5. If one or more drinking water fountains or taps described in paragraph A(1)(i) is 

installed after January 1, 2020, at least one set of samples must be taken from every 
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fountain and tap that has yet to be sampled before any required samples are taken from 
fountains or taps that have already been sampled. 
 

6. If a filter or other device that treats water and is certified for lead reduction is installed 
on or near the drinking water fountain or tap, the school shall ensure that, 
 

i. Water from the drinking water fountain or tap has been sampled and tested for 
lead at least once following the installation, and the test results show lead levels 
from the first litre of treated water at or below one microgram per litre. 

ii. The filter or device is properly maintained and filter cartridges are replaced at 
least as frequently as set out in the instructions provided by the device’s 
manufacturer, and, 

iii. A record is made of the date, time and location of every maintenance activity and 
     filter cartridge replacement and of the name of the person who carried it out. 

 
7. First Sample – The regulation requires that the sample be taken after a period of 6 

hours or more when the plumbing is not used.  The first sample must be taken from the 
chosen location before the plumbing is flushed, as required under sentence 1 in 
Flushing. 
 

8. Second Sample – Before taking the second sample from the same location, the tap must 
be turned on for at least 5 minutes and then turned off and left unused for a period of 
at least 30 minutes but not more than 35 minutes. If practical, the plumbing must not 
be used during this period. The second sample must be taken immediately after the 30 
minute period but must be taken before the 35 minute period expires. 

 
9. Each sample must be taken during a single continuous period and must include the first 

water that comes out when the tap is turned on to take the sample.   
 

10. Each sample must be taken with the water flowing at a rate of approximate normal use 
without permitting the water to splash out of the container in which the sample is being 
collected. 

 
11. If more than 1 container is used to take each sample then the time taken to switch from 

one container to the next must be minimal. 
 

12. A record of the date and time each sample was taken, the unique identifier assigned to 
the drinking water fountain or tap, the location of the fountain or tap, an estimate of the 
length of period of time referred to in paragraph eight, the location of the school or child 
care centre where the sample was taken and the name of the person who took the 
sample must be recorded on the “Drinking Water Chain of Custody” Form provided by 
the laboratory. These forms are currently only available in single copy form and, 
therefore, once it is completed, the person conducting the sample must photocopy the 
form and keep a copy on record at the school for future reference.  
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13. A completed Chain of Custody form will be submitted to the laboratory along with the 
sample and must be shipped to the address identified in the sample kit.  The form must 
be completed in its entirety and signed. 

 
C. LEAD EXCEEDANCE REPORTING PROCESS 
 
Adverse Water Reporting Process 
 
Laboratory Responsibilities 

1. If a laboratory conducts a test of a water sample taken in accordance with the sampling 
section of this policy and the result of the test exceeds any of the standards prescribed 
by Schedule 2 to Ontario Regulation 169/03 (Ontario Drinking Water Quality Standards), 
the laboratory shall report the results within 24 hours, in writing, to; 

a) The Operator of the school or child care centre, 

b) The Medical Officer of Health and, 

c) The Ministry’s Spills Action Centre. 

A report shall specify the result that requires the report and the standard that has been 
exceeded. 

A copy of the result required in this section may be delivered in person, or sent by fax or by 
electronic mail. 

Operator Responsibilities 

The operator of the school or child care centre, who receives a report of a lead exceedance 
shall, within 24 hours after the report is received, give a copy of the report to: 

a) The Medical Officer of Health 

b) The Ministry’s Spills Action Centre; and, 

c) The Ministry of Education, or any successor of that Ministry, if the report relates to a 
school or child care centre. 

The Facilities Department is responsible for completing and submitting the Ministry of 
Environment and Climate Change form “Notice of Lead Exceedance Test Results, Schools, 
Private Schools and Day Nurseries” within 24 hours. 

If a lead exceedance is received on a flushed sample, the Facilities Department shall 
immediately direct the school to render the drinking water fountain or tap from which the water 
sample was taken inaccessible for use by children under 18 years of age until the issue is 
resolved or corrective actions are taken as directed by the medical officer of health. 
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Within seven days after the issue is resolved, a written notice summarizing the actions taken 
and the results achieved shall be submitted using the Ministry of Environment and Climate 
Change form “Notice of Lead Exceedance Test Results, Schools, Private Schools and Day 
Nurseries – Notice of Resolution” to 

a) The Medical Officer of Health; 

b) The Ministry’s Spills Action Centre; 

c) The Ministry of Education, or any successor of that Ministry, if the report relates to a 
school or child care centre; and, 

d) the operator of the child care centre for which the samples were taken. 

The lead exceedance shall not be considered to be resolved until, 

a) test results from the second litre of the most recent set of water samples taken from the 
drinking water fountain or tap show lead levels that do not exceed the standard 
prescribed for lead; 

b) a filter or other device that treats water and that is certified for lead reduction is 
installed on or near the drinking water fountain or tap, water from the fountain or tap 
has been sampled and tested for lead at least once since the report was made, and the 
test results from the first litre of treated water show lead levels at or below one 
microgram per litre; or 

c) all steps the medical officer of health directs to be taken have been completed. 

Available Information 

Every operator of a school or child care centre shall ensure that a copy of every record made 
within the past two years in relation to flushing and sample collection, test result, adverse 
result, and a copy of Ontario Regulation 243/07 is available for inspection by any member of 
the public during normal business hours without charge. 

 

 

Records 

Every operator of a school or child care centre, must retain the above-noted records for a 
period of 6 (six) years, including the instructions provided by the manufacturer of a filter or 
other device.  In addition, the records must be made available to a provincial officer within the 
period requested by that officer. 
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